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Why are there so many Jewish comedians? When Comedy Went to School answers 
this question with an entertaining portrait of this country’s greatest generation of comics 
– the generation that includes the likes of Jerry Lewis, Sid Caesar, Jackie Mason, Mort 
Sahl, and Jerry Stiller, all of whom make appearances in the film, sharing hilarious and 
personal experiences.  

The answer is also found in upstate New York’s Catskill Mountains, aka the Borscht 
Belt, where Jewish immigrants transformed lush farmland into the 20th century’s 
largest resort complex. Those Catskill hotels and bungalow colonies provided 
the setting for a remarkable group of 
young Jewish-American comedians to 
hone their craft and become worldwide 
legends. It was truly When Comedy 
Went to School.

Choosing life in life’s final chapter is the poignant subtext of Next Year Jerusalem, a lyrical 
portrait of eight nursing home residents who make a pilgrimage to Israel.

Offered a seat on the bus for the tour, we accompany these  
individuals across stunning Israeli sites and landscapes, from  
mountains to desert. But the film is less a story about tourists  
in a foreign land than it is a meditation on the sanctity of the 
human experience and the wisdom acquired over a lifetime.

Surprisingly uplifting, Next Year Jerusalem is a true exploration 
of living and dying, hope and fear, travel and memory...a cel-
ebration of – and a tribute to – life’s eldest travelers.
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“HHHH! Hilariously funny  and
delightfully nostalgic.” -Jennifer Merin, About.coM

“Very entertaining!” -Stephen Whitty, the StAr-Ledger

“A must-see for any fan of the
current crop of standup comedians.

I really like this film!” -GiL WhiteLy, MiLe hiGh rAdio

“A charming and delightful celebration of life
at the end of life.” ThIS Week IN NeW YOrk

“Life can begin at 90 – something that this warm
and winning documentary demonstrates

with admirable humanity.” FILM JOurNAL

“It’s a privilege getting to know these determined,
inspiring seniors.” LOS ANgeLeS TIMeS


